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Users of CSA Catapult’s Facilities and Services Benefit from New 

Prospector™ Micro Materials Tester 

 

Andover, United Kingdom – Inseto, a leading technical distributor of equipment and materials, has supplied 

Compound Semiconductor Applications (CSA) Catapult with a Nordson DAGE Prospector micro-mechanical test 

station. Located in CSA’s Advanced Packaging laboratory, the tester is being used by CSA and its customers to 

verify the strength of wire bond interconnects and die-attach integrity. 

 

“The Prospector is fully operational and is initially being used for advanced bond and material testing to 

develop quality micro-assembly processes for custom power electronics, RF and photonics component and 

module packaging,” says Dr Jayakrishnan Chandrappan, Head of Packaging, CSA Catapult. “However, these 

tests – which are mechanical push, pull and scratch tests under ambient conditions – are just a few of many 

the Prospector can do.” 

 

Widely regarded as one of the most comprehensive, single-station testers in the industry, the Prospector also 

has electrical, thermal, acoustic and optical test modes, many of which can be combined. For example, 

mechanical loads can be applied while cycling temperatures for thermal shock experiments and for highly 

accelerated life testing (HALT). 

 

The Advanced Packaging team at CSA Catapult provides innovative packaging solutions for power electronics, 

RF and photonics through package design and modelling, micro-assembly and rapid prototyping. CSA Catapult’s 
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expertise can transform customer ideas into proof of concepts/prototypes, helping to launch them to market 

effectively and quickly. 

 

Dr Chandrappan concludes: “Inseto provided a great service, from valuable help with product selection through 

to comprehensive on-site training and application support. Also, unlike most distributors, Inseto has in-house 

expertise so little if any time is wasted going back to the OEMs they represent.” 

 

MAIN ENDS 

 

 
Photo caption: Users of CSA Catapult’s facilities and services benefit from a new Prospector micro materials 

tester, supplied by Inseto. 

 

 
Photo caption: Users of CSA Catapult’s facilities and services benefit from a new Prospector micro materials 

tester, supplied by Inseto. 
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Notes to Editors 

This press release was issued on behalf of Inseto (UK) Limited by technical content creation and 

communications agency DECLARATION (www.declaration.co.uk, +44 (0)1522 789000).  

 

If you have any editorial enquiries in relation to this announcement, please contact Mandy Warrilow, Press 

Officer, mandy@declaration.co.uk. Please contact Richard Warrilow, Technical Author, 

richard@declaration.co.uk, if you require an article or any other form of copy in relation to this press release. 

 

Please contact Matt Brown on +44 (0)1264 334505 or via email (matt.brown@inseto.co.uk) in relation to all 

advertising and sponsorship matters. 

 

 

About Inseto (UK) Limited 

Established in 1987 and ISO 9001:2015 Certified since 2005, Inseto is a leading technical distributor of 

equipment and related materials to the semiconductor, microelectronic & advanced technology sectors, as 

well as adhesives for electronics, automotive and industrial manufacturing. 

 

The company has three divisions, namely:  

• Equipment Division, which provides manufacturing equipment for the Microelectronic, Photonic, 

Electronic, Photovoltaic and Semiconductor industries etc. 

• Consumable Division, which provides assembly materials and machine consumable items for the 

Semiconductor, Electronic, Microelectronic, Photonic MEMS and Hybrid assembly industries etc. 

• Adhesive Division, which provides technically advanced adhesives for bonding, sealing and 

encapsulation, and which exclusively represents DELO Industrial Adhesives in the UK and Ireland. 

 

Inseto is based in Andover in a high-tech building that houses an adhesives application laboratory, 

demonstration areas for equipment and instrumentation, and training rooms. 

 

Customer support is at the heart of Inseto's Total Customer Service philosophy, where the company aims to 

understand, communicate and fulfil the needs of its customers. The company is committed to meeting 

customer requirements through the application of high standards of quality and customer care (both before 

and after sales) by continually investing in training and adopting a policy of continuous improvement. 

 

For further information please visit www.inseto.co.uk 

 

About CSA Catapult 

Compound Semiconductor Applications (CSA) Catapult is focused on bringing compound semiconductor 

applications to life in three key areas: the road to Net Zero, future telecoms and intelligent sensing.   

 

CSA Catapult is a Not for Profit organisation headquartered in South Wales.  It is focused on three technology 

areas: Power Electronics, RF & Microwave and Photonics.  As well as the three technology areas, CSA Catapult 

is also working in Advanced Packaging for these high-power innovations. 

 

The next wave of emerging applications will have an enormous impact on our lives.  Compound semiconductors 

will enable a host of new and exciting applications in the electrification of transport, clean energy, defence and 

security and digital communications markets.  

 

CSA Catapult exists to help the UK compound semiconductor industry grow and collaborates across the UK and 

internationally.  

 


